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ABSTRACT

The advancement in technology that has taken place in the design of key duplicating machine together with a review for redesign of some basic components for easy operation has led to this project work. Unlike the other types that has been in existence, this machine presented here is electrically powered by 440 watt AC motor. It consist of (cutter blade, frame, top plate, AC motor, tracer or profile follower, tightening knob and handle) it has advantage over the manual type of key duplicating machine. From the standpoint of power required for operation, it also has a higher speed. This key duplicating machine like others is portable and durable with every part specified to satisfy the desired aim and output, it is also easy to operate and maintain. Meanwhile the frame or base of the machine is made of “mild-steel”. It is a good vibration damper and therefore it reduces shock during loading and absorbs vibration during operation.
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